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1 IntrodutionAt the end of the eighties, Ramadge and Wonham introdued the theory ofontrol of disrete event systems (see the survey [14℄ and the books [8℄ and [4℄).In this theory a proess (also alled a plant) is a deterministi non-omplete�nite state automaton over an alphabet A of events, whih de�nes all possiblesequential behaviours of the proess. Some of the states of the plant are termedmarked.The alphabet A is the disjoint union of two subsets: the set Aont of ontrollableevents and the set Aun of unontrollable events. A is also the disjoint unionof the sets Aobs of observable events and Auno of unobservable events.A ontroller is a proess R whih satis�es the two following onditions:(C) For any state q of R, and for any unontrollable event a, there is a transitionfrom q labelled by a.(O) For any state q of R, and for any unobservable event a, if there is a transitionfrom q labelled by a then this transition is a loop over q.In other words, a ontroller must reat to any unontrollable event and annotdetet the ourrene of an unobservable event.If P is a proess and R is a ontroller, the supervised system is the produt P�R. Thus, if this system is in the state (p; r) and if for some ontrollable event a,there is no transition labelled by a from r, the ontroller forbids the supervisedsystem to perform the event a. On the other hand, if an unobservable eventours in the supervised system, the state of the ontroller does not hange,as if the event had not ourred.Of ourse, a supervised system has less behaviours than its plant alone. Inpartiular a supervised system may not reah states of the plant whih areunwanted for some reason. On the other hand, one an a priori de�ne a setof admissible behaviours of the plant, and the ontrol problem is to �nd aontroller R suh that all behaviours of the supervised system are admissible.For instane, one an demand that some dangerous states are never reahable,or that one an always go bak to the initial state of the plant.More formally, the basi ontrol problem is the following:Given a plant P and a set S of behaviours, does there exist a ontroller Rsatisfying (C) and (O) suh that the behaviours of the supervised systemP � R are all in S?and the synthesis problem is to onstrut suh a ontroller if it does exist.2



Some variants of this problem take into aount the distintion between ter-minal and non terminal behaviours (in [14℄ alled marked and non marked) ofthe plant.In their works Ramadge and Wonham are mainly interested in �nding max-imal ontrollers, i.e., ontrollers suh that the behaviours of the supervisedsystem are exatly the admissible behaviours of the plant. A less restritiveproblem than �nding maximal ontrollers is �nding ontrollers suh that theset of supervised behaviours lies between a set of admissible behaviours anda set of required behaviours, for instane, to disard ontrollers whih forbideverything (all the behaviours of an empty set are admissible!).Indeed, all these onstraints on the behaviour of the supervised system, whihamounts to saying that all paths in the system are in some regular languages,and/or that all words of a given language are paths of the system, an beexpressed by formulas of the modal �-alulus: for eah suh onstraint thereis a formula � suh that the supervised system satis�es � if and only if its be-haviour satis�es the onstraint. Therefore, we extend the Ramadge-Wonham'sapproah by using any formula of the modal �-alulus to speify the desiredproperty of the supervised system. In this way, we an speify muh morerequirements on the supervised system (see, for instane, the example of Se-tion 2.5 below).Hene, the ontrol problem beomesGiven a plant P and a formula � , does there exist a ontroller R satisfying(C) and (O) suh that P � R satis�es �?In [20℄, this problem is solved when R has only to satisfy the ondition (C) andthe orresponding synthesis problem is solved by �nding a winning strategyin a parity game.But it turns out that the ondition (C) is also expressible in the modal �-alulus by the formula �x:(Vb2Aunhbix ^ V2Aont[℄x), taking into aountthe fat that this formula applies to a deterministi proess.Therefore, a natural generalization of the problem addressed in [20℄ is(P) Given a plant P and two formulas � and 	, does there exist a ontrollerR satisfying 	 suh that P � R satis�es �?An example of suh a formula 	 haraterizing the ontroller is the following.Let a; ; f be three events where only  is ontrollable. The event f symbolizesa failure of the devie whih ontrols  so that after an ourrene of f , theevent  beomes unontrollable. The formula expressing this phenomenon is�x:(haix^ [℄x^hfi�y:(haiy^hiy^hfiy)). Another example is the ase where3



only one out of two events 1 and 2 is ontrollable at a time. This is expressedby �x:(haix ^ ((h1ix ^ [2℄x) _ ([1℄x ^ h2ix)).It remains to deal with the ondition (O) whih, unfortunately, is not express-ible in the modal �-alulus beause it is not invariant under bisimulation.That is why we extend the modal �-alulus into a modal-loop �-alulus.This extension onsists in assoiating with eah event a a basi proposition	a whose standard interpretation is that a state q of a ontroller has this prop-erty if the event a ours in state q and leads to the same state q. For instanethe ondition (O) an be expressed as �x:(Va2Aobs [a℄x^Va2Auno([a℄false_ 	a).And also, we an express that an observable event beomes unobservable aftera failure: �x:(� � � ^ [a℄x ^ hfi�y:(� � � ^ ([a℄false_ 	a) ^ hfiy)), or that at mostone out of two events a and b is observable: [a℄false_ 	a _[b℄false_ 	b.Therefore we onsider problem (P) as the general form of a ontrol problemwhen � and 	 are modal-loop formulas.It turns out, fortunately, that modal-loop �-alulus has quite similar proper-ties to the ordinary �-alulus. For instane, and it is very onvenient, modalautomata have the same expressive power as the modal �-alulus, and more-over, translating �-formulas into automata and vie-versa is quite easy. Herewe introdue modal-loop automata whih are an extension of standard modalautomata with the ability to test for existene of a loop. These loop automataare equivalent in expressive power to the loop �-alulus in the same way asstandard automata are equivalent to the standard �-alulus [1℄. The reasonfor this is simply that one an onsider the property of having a loop as a loalproperty of states. Therefore, although in this introdution we speak aboutformulas, in the paper we will onsider only automata.The two ruial properties of alternating automata, that are also shared byloop alternating automata are:Eliminating alternation Every loop automaton is equivalent to a nonde-terministi loop automaton(Theorem 23).Sat The emptiness of a nondeterministi loop automaton an be e�etivelydeided and a proess aepted by the automaton an be e�etively on-struted (Theorem 24).The �rst result of the paper is the onstrution of a modal-loop formula �=Pthat is satis�ed by preisely those ontrollers R for whih P � R j= �. Thisway a proess R is a solution of the synthesis problem P if and only if R j=(�=P ) ^	.By the properties above, (�=P ) ^ 	 an be e�etively transformed into anondeterministi loop automaton and a ontroller R an be synthesized. This4



transformation may ause an exponential blow-up in size, and the powersetonstrution given in [2℄ for dealing with the ondition (O) is indeed a speialase of this transformation.Therefore, all ontrol problems of the form (P) are indeed satis�ability prob-lems in the modal-loop �-alulus and the synthesis problems amount to �nd-ing models of modal-loop formulas, whose e�etiveness is ensured by the aboveproperties. Indeed, �nding suh models onsists in �nding winning strategiesin parity games, probably the most fasinating problem in the �-alulus [21℄.(Reiproally, �nding a winning strategy is itself a ontrol problem: your movesare ontrollable and the moves of your opponent are not!)Ramadge and Wonham have onsidered also the synthesis of deentralized on-trollers: a plant an be supervised by several independent ontrollers (insteadof only one). But eah ontroller has its own set of ontrollable and observableevents. Hene the deentralized ontrol problem is to �nd R1; : : : ; Rn suhthat the supervised system P � R1 � � � � � Rn satis�es the spei�ation Sand for eah i, Ri satis�es (Ci) and (Oi). More generally, in our setting, adeentralized ontrol problem is:Given a plant P and modal-loop formulas �, 	1, : : : ,	n, do there existontrollers Ri satisfying 	i (i = 1; : : : ; n) suh that P � R1 � � � � � Rnsatis�es �?To solve this problem we show how to onstrut a formula �=	 whih issatis�ed by a proess R if and only if there exists a proess P suh that P j= 	and P �R j= �. So, in the ase when 	 has only one model P , the meaning of�=	 is equivalent to �=P . If 	 has more models then our onstrution worksonly in the ase when 	 is a formula of the standard �-alulus, i.e., 	 doesnot mention loops. Without this restrition the formula �=	 may not exist,sine the set of all the proesses R as desribed above may not be regular.The onstrution of �=	 allows us to solve a deentralized ontrol problemwhen at most one of the formulas 	i ontains loop prediates. We show that ifone allows two suh formulas then the existene of a solution to the problem isundeidable. Similar undeidability results in ase of two ontrollers with par-tial observation have been obtained independently by Thistle and Lamouhi[11℄ and Tripakis [19℄.This work extends the framework of Ramadge and Wonham [14℄ in two di-retions. We onsider in�nite behaviours and arbitrary regular spei�ations,while the standard framework deals only with spei�ations on the set of �nitepaths of proesses. We also allow dynami hanges of the set of observable andontrollable events. 5



Kupferman and Vardi [9,10℄ onsider a problem very similar to the problemP. They use di�erent terminology, still it essentially amounts to the samesetting but with a �xed set of observable and ontrollable ations. They donot onsider the problem of synthetizing deentralized ontrollers.Pnueli and Rosen [13℄ onsider the problem of deentralized synthesis on givenarhitetures. They show several deidablility/undeidability results dependingon the shape of the arhiteture. Their setting is quite di�erent from the onewe have here. It is not lear that their arhitetures an simulate ontrol-lability/observability assumptions. There are also arhitetures that annotbe expressed by ontrollability/observability assumptions. They onsider onlylinear time spei�ations.Finally Maler, Pnueli and Sifakis [12℄ onsider the problem of entralized syn-thesis in the presense of time onstraints. This is an extension we have notpursued here. They onsider only linear time spei�ations and only the asewhen all the ations are observable.
The seond setion of the paper ontains only basi notions about proessesand automata. After de�ning proesses and their produt we introdue simpleautomata. These are just standard tree automata over trees of bounded arity.As we do not assume that the trees are omplete, the automata have meansto hek if an edge is present. We give the semantis of these automata interms of games, and we reall their main properties: elimination of alternationand deidability of satis�ability. Next we introdue a speial kind of automataalled ut automata, whih serve as a bridge between simple automata and loopautomata and allow us to derive properties of loop automata from propertiesof simple automata. At the end of this setion we introdue loop automata.We also show their two properties: elimination of alternation and deidabilityof satis�ability.In the third setion we de�ne the quotient of a loop automaton over a pro-ess and over a simple automaton and we haraterize the set of models ofthese quotients. In the fourth setion we show how to use these quotients tosolve some ontrol problems, but we also give an example of undeidable on-trol problem. We end the paper by some onsiderations on the omplexity ofsynthesizing ontrollers. 6



2 Proesses and automata2.1 ProessesLet A be a �nite set of events and let � be a nonempty �nite set of labels (forinstane � may be the powerset of a �nite set of state properties).A proess is a tuple P = hA;�; S; s0; e; �i where e is a partial mapping fromS � A to S de�ning the transitions of the proess; and � is a mapping fromS to � de�ning the labelling of the states of the proess. The state s0 2 S isthe initial state of the proess.We denote by outP (s) the set of all a 2 A suh that e(s; a) is de�ned, and byloopP (s) the set of all a 2 outP (s) suh that e(s; a) = s.If P1 = hA;�1; S1; s01; e1; �1i and P2 = hA;�2; S2; s02; e2; �2i are two proesses,their produt P1 � P2 is the proess hA;�1 � �2; S1 � S2; (s01; s02); e; �i where�(s1; s2) = (�1(s1); �2(s2)) and e((s1; s2); a) is de�ned and equal to (s01; s02)if and only if for i = 1; 2, ei(si; a) is de�ned and equal to s0i. It followsthat outP1�P2(s1; s2) = outP1(s1) \ outP2(s2) and that loopP1�P2(s1; s2) =loopP1(s1) \ loopP2(s2).2.2 Simple automata on proessesThe automata introdued in this setion are the usual alternating automataon trees of bounded degree. The degree of a node is bounded by the size of A,with eah element of A interpreted as a di�erent diretion. We will de�ne runsof these automata not just on trees but on all proesses. It will be lear fromthe de�nition that suh automata annot distinguish between a proess andan unwinding of a proess into a tree. One more thing to note is that nodesin proesses may have di�erent degrees, and thus automata must have meansto hek if an edge exists.2.2.1 De�nitionA simple automaton on proesses is a tuple:A = hA;�; Q;Q9; Q8; q0; Æ : Q� �! P(Moves(A;Q));Aiwhere Q9, Q8 form a partition of the �nite set of states Q into existential anduniversal states and where A � Q! is a regular set of in�nite sequenes overQ. The set A of ations is the set of diretions in whih the automaton an7



proeed and the set � is the set of possible labels of the proesses' nodes. Thestate q0 is the initial state of the automaton and Æ is the transition funtionassigning to eah state and label a set of possible moves, where:Moves(A;Q) = ((A [ f"g)�Q) [ (A� f!;9g)Intuitively, a move (a; q0) means to go to diretion a and hange the state toq0. When a = ", the automaton just hanges state. A move (a;!) heks thatthere is a transition a from the urrent node of the proess. A move (a;9)heks that there is no suh transition.De�nition 1 A ondition A � Q! is a parity ondition if there is a fun-tion r : Q ! N suh that a sequene q0; q1; : : : ; qn : : : belongs to A if andonly if the number lim supn r(qn) is even. An automaton is said to be a parityautomaton if its aepting ondition is a parity ondition.2.2.2 SemantisThe simplest way of formalizing the notions of a run and of an aeptane ofan automaton is in terms of games. Given a proess P = hA;�; S; s0; e; �i wede�ne the aeptane game G(A; P ) = hV0; V1; v0; E;AGi as follows:� The set V0 of verties for player 0 is (Q9 � S) [ f?g.� The set V1 of verties for player 1 is (Q8 � S) [ f>g.� v0 = (q0; s0),� From eah vertex (q; s), for every (a; q0) 2 Æ(q; �(s)) we have an edge in Eto (q0; s) if a = " or to (q0; e(s; a)) if e(s; a) is de�ned.� From eah vertex (q; s), for every (a;!) 2 Æ(q; �(s)) we have and edge inE to > if e(s; a) is de�ned and an edge to ? otherwise. For (a;9) we dothe same but exhanging the roles of > and ?.� The winning ondition AG onsists of the sequenes(q0; s0)(q1; s1) : : :suh that the sequene q0q1 : : : is in A, i.e., belongs to the aeptaneondition of the automaton.A memory for suh a game is a set H, whose elements are alled histories,ontaining an initial history h0 and equipped with a history update mappinghist : H � (V0 [ V1)! H.A strategy with memory H is a partial mapping � : V0 �H ! V1 suh that if(q0; s0) = �((q; s); h) is de�ned then there is an edge in E from (q; s) to (q0; s0).A strategy � is �nite-memory if H is �nite. It is said to be memoryless orpositional if H is a singleton. In the latter ase � is a partial mapping from V0to V1. 8



A play from v0 onsistent with � is a �nite or in�nite sequene (v0; h0);(v1; h1); : : : suh that� h0 = h0 and hi = hist(hi�1; vi�1), for every i > 0,� if vi 2 V1 then (vi; vi+1) 2 E,� if vi 2 V0 then vi+1 = �(vi; hi),and whih is maximal, i.e.:� if vi 2 V1 and there is some v0 suh that (vi; v0) 2 E then vi+1 is de�ned and(vi; vi+1) 2 E,� if vi 2 V0 and �(vi; hi) is de�ned then vi+1 is de�ned and equal to �(vi; hi).It follows that a play is �nite only if its last element (vn; hn) satis�es one ofthe two onditions:� vn 2 V1 and there is no edge from vn in E,� vn 2 V0 and �(vn; hn) is unde�ned.A play is won by player 0 if� either it is �nite and vn belongs to V1,� or it is in�nite and the sequene v0v1 � � � belongs to AG.We say that a strategy is winning from a position v if player 0 wins all playsonsistent with this strategy starting from (v; h0).We say that A aepts a proess P if and only if there is a winning strategyfrom the initial position v0 in the game G(A; P ). The language reognized byA, denoted Mod(A), is the set of proesses aepted by A. Often we writeP j= A instead of P 2 Mod(A), and suh a P is alled a model of A.Later on we will make an important use of the following lassial result ofgame theory (see, for instane, [3,6,18,1℄).Theorem 2 For every game G(A; P ) there is a wining �nite-memory strategywhih is maximal, i.e., winning for all the verties from whih player 0 has awinning strategy. If A is a parity automaton then there is a winning maximalpositional strategy.2.2.3 Nondeterministi automataDe�nition 3 An automaton as above is nondeterministi if for every labell 2 � we have: Æ(q; l) � f"g�Q for every q 2 Q9; and Æ(q; l) � Moves(A;Q)nf"g�Q for every q 2 Q8. In the ase of q 2 Q8 we additionally require that if9



(a1; q1); (a2; q2) 2 Æ(q; l), with q1; q2 2 Q, and a1 = a2 then q1 = q2. Moreover,we assume that the initial state is existential (i.e., in Q9).A nondeterministi automaton is bipartite if for every l 2 � we have: Æ(q; l) �f"g �Q8 when q 2 Q9 and Æ(q; l) \ A�Q � A�Q9 when q 2 Q8.The following theorem, sometimes referred to as the Simulation theorem is oneof the major results of the theory of automata and of the modal �-alulus(see, for instane, [1,18℄)Theorem 4 Every automaton is equivalent to a bipartite nondeterministiparity automaton.A bipartite nondeterministi automaton is omplete if 8q 2 Q8; 8l 2 �, 8a 2A, 9q0 2 Q9 : (a; q0) 2 Æ(q; l).Proposition 5 Every bipartite nondeterministi automaton an be made om-plete. If the given automaton is a parity automaton then so is the resultingomplete automaton.PROOF. It is suÆient to add two states q9> and q8> whih aept any proess(i.e., for any l, Æ(q9>; l) = f("; q8>)g and Æ(q8>; l) = f(a; q9>) : a 2 Ag, to modifyA aordingly, and to add (a; q9>) to Æ(q; l) if needed to \omplete" theautomaton.2.2.4 Satis�ability of automataLet A be a bipartite nondeterministi automaton, whih we an assume om-plete by Proposition 5.We de�ne the game G(A) = hV0; V1; v0; E;AGi as follows.� V0 = Q9,� V1 = Q8 � �� P(A),� v0 = q0 2 V0,� there is an edge in E from q 2 V0 to (q1; l; L) if ("; q1) 2 Æ(q; l), and if forany a 2 A, (a;!) 2 Æ(q1; l)) a 2 L and (a;9) 2 Æ(q1; l)) a =2 L.� there is an edge in E from (q1; l; L) to q2 if (a; q2) 2 Æ(q1; l) for some a 2 L.� AG is the set of in�nite sequenes whose projetion on Q is in A.Theorem 6 A has a model if and only if there exists a winning strategy inG(A).PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume that A is omplete.10



Let us assume that P j= A and let � be a winning strategy with �nite memoryH in the game G(A; P ). Let hist : H�V ! H be the history update funtionfor �.We are going to de�ne the strategy �0 in G(A) over the set of historiesH 0 = Q � SP � H. We will do it in suh a way that whenever we have aplay (q0; h00); ((q1; l1; L1); h01); (q2; h02) : : : onsistent with �0 in G(A) then thesequene h00; h01; : : : will be a play in G(A; P ) onsistent with �. Moreover wewill guarantee that the �rst omponent of h0i is qi for all i = 0; 1; : : : . This willshow that every play in G(A) onsistent with �0 is won by player 0.Suppose that we have a position q in G(A), a state s 2 SP and a historyh suh that (q1; s) = �((q; s); h) is de�ned. Then we set �0(q; (q; s; h)) =(q1; �(s); out(s)).We also need to de�ne the mapping hist 0 : H 0�(V0[V1)! H 0. For (q1; l; L) 2V1 we set hist 0((q; s; h); (q1; l; L)) = (q1; s; hist(h; (q1; s)))For q2 2 V0 we sethist 0((q1; s; h); q2) = (q2; s2; hist(h; (q2; s2)))where s2 = e(s; a) for a 2 out(s) suh that (a; q2) 2 Æ(q1; �(s)). Atually theremay be more than one a satisfying this ondition. It does not matter whihone we hoose, so we an assume that we have some order on the set of ationsA and we hoose the smallest a that satis�es the ondition.Conversely, let us assume that there exists a winning strategy �0 with �nitememory H 0 in the game G(A). Let us de�ne a proess P as follows:� SP = f(q; h0) 2 Q9 �H 0 : �0(q; h0) is de�ned.g,� The initial state is (q0; h00), i.e., the initial state and the initial historyrespetively,� �(q; h0) = l where (q1; l; L) = �(q; h0),� e((q; h0); a) = (q2; h2) if a 2 L and (a; q2) 2 Æ(q1; l; L), with (q1; l; L) =�(q; h0) (in this ase there is and edge from (q1; l; L) to q2 in G(A)).Note that this proess is deterministi: beause of the requirement, given inDe�nition 3, for any a there is at most one q2 suh that (a; q2) 2 Æ(�(q; h0)).It is not diÆult to onstrut from �0 a strategy � in G(A; P ) that is winningfrom every position (q; (q; h)) suh that �0(q; h) is de�ned.RemarkAs shown in the seond part of the proof of the previous theorem,11



eah winning �nite-memory strategy in G(A) de�nes a model of A. The proofof the �rst part amounts to showing that up to bisimulation equivalene, everymodel of A an be obtained in this way.Sine the existene of a winning strategy in a game is deidable, and that ifit exists suh a strategy an be e�etively omputed (see the last setion ofthis artile on the omplexity issues), a onsequene of Theorem 6 is that thesatis�ability problem is deidable.Corollary 7 It is deidable to know whether a nondeterministi automatonA is satis�able. Moreover, if it is, one an e�etively �nd a proess P suhthat P j= A.De�nition 8 A nondeterministi automaton A is pruned if for eah stateq the automaton Aq, obtained from A by taking q as an initial state, has amodel.Fat 9 Every nondeterministi automaton an be e�etively pruned.PROOF. Let Q; be the set of all states that have no model. This set an bee�etively omputed beause of Theorem 6. For any q 2 Q9 nQ; let Æ0(q; l) =Æ(q; l) n (f"g � Q;). For any q 2 Q8 n Q;, let Æ0(q; l) be the set obtained byreplaing in Æ(q; l), eah (a; q0) with q0 2 Q; by 9a.2.3 Cut automataIn this subsetion we present some onstrutions on automata that we willneed in the proofs. The goal is to reuse known results for simple automata inthe ontext of loop automata that we will introdue in the next setion. The�rst step is to ode the information about the loops into the labels. Then wealso study an operation that uts out all the loops in the proess.De�nition 10 A proess P = hA;� � P(A); S; s0; e; �i over a set of labels� � P(A) is well-labelled if for every s 2 S, the seond projetion �(s)#2 of�(s) is equal to loopP (s).With every proess P over the label set � we assoiate a well-labelled proessbP over the label set �� P(A):bP = hA;�� P(A); S; s0; e; b�isuh that for every s, b�(s) = (�(s); loopP (s)).12



De�nition 11 We say that an automaton A over a set of labels ��P(A) isa ut automaton if for every q, l, L: Æ(q; (l; L)) \ (L� (Q [ f!g)) = ;.De�nition 12 If P is a proess over � � P(A) then Cut(P ) is the proesswhose omponents are the same as in P but for the transition funtion wherewe make Cut(e)(s; a) unde�ned if a 2 �(s)#2 and we make Cut(e)(s; a) =e(s; a) otherwise.Fat 13 If A is a ut automaton then P j= A if and only if Cut(P ) j= A.PROOF. It is easy to hek that the games G(A; P ) and G(A;Cut(P )) areidential.Lemma 14 If A is a ut automaton then there exists a bipartite nondeter-ministi ut automaton equivalent to A.PROOF. Let B be a bipartite nondeterministi automaton equivalent to A.Let B0 be the bipartite nondeterministi ut automaton whose omponentsare the same as in B, exept that for any universal state q, Æ0(q; (l; L)) =Æ(q; (l; L)) n L� (Q [ f!g).It is obvious that for any P , the games G(B;Cut(P )) and G(B0;Cut(P ))are idential, hene, Cut(P ) j= A if and only if Cut(P ) j= B if and onlyif Cut(P ) j= B0.It follows that P j= A if and only if Cut(P ) j= A if and only if Cut(P ) j= B0if and only if P j= B0.De�nition 15 If A is an automaton over � � P(A) then Cut(A) is the utautomaton obtained by the following modi�ation of the transition funtion ofA. For eah universal state q we have:Cut(Æ)(q; (l; L)) =Æ(q; (l; L)) n (L� (Q [ f!g))[ f("; q0) : (a; q0) 2 Æ(q; (l; L)); a 2 LgFor eah existential state q we have:Cut(Æ)(q; (l; L)) =Æ(q; (l; L)) n (L� (Q [ f!;9g))[ f("; q0) : (a; q0) 2 Æ(q; (l; L)); a 2 Lg[ f("; q>) : Æ(q; (l; L)) \ (L� f!g) 6= ;gwhere q> is a universal state with Æ(q>; (l; L)) = ;.13



Fat 16 For every well-labelled proess P we have:P j= A if and only if P j= Cut(A)PROOF. It is easy to hek that if P is well-labelled, the games G(A; P ) andG(Cut(A); P ) are idential.2.4 Automata with loop testing2.4.1 De�nitionHere we extend the automata with the feature of testing for loops in theproess. We will all these automata loop automata. Loop automata have thesame omponents as simple automata, but for a transition funtion whih hasextended range: Æ : Q� �! P(Moves(A;Q) [ A� f	; �	g)We will write!a,9a, 	a and �	a instead of (a;!), (a;9), (a;	) and (a; �	),respetively. Intuitively, the meaning of a move 	a is to hek that there is aloop on a ation. Similarly �	a heks that there is no suh loop.2.4.2 SemantisThe semantis of suh an automaton is de�ned via game as before. Givena proess P , the game G(A; P ) is de�ned as for simple automata but withadditional edges given by the lause:� From eah vertex (q; s), for every (a;	) 2 Æ(q; �(s)) we have an edge to >if e(s; a) = s and an edge to ? otherwise. For (a; �	) we have the same butexhanging the roles of > and ?.2.4.3 Nondeterministi loop automataDe�nition 17 A loop automaton is bipartite nondeterministi if it satis�esthe ondition of De�nition 3 and if moreover, for any universal state q andany label l: if 	a2 Æ(q; l) then Æ(q; l) \ (fag �Q) = ;.Therefore, a bipartite nondeterministi automaton is omplete if 8q 2 Q8; 8l 2�, 8a 2 A, if 	a 62 Æ(q; l) then 9q0 2 Q : (a; q0) 2 Æ(q; l).The proof of the following result is similar to the proof of Proposition 514



Proposition 18 Every bipartite nondeterministi automaton an be madeomplete. If we are given a parity automaton, the resulting omplete automatonis also a parity automaton.De�nition 19 With every loop automaton A = hA;�; Q;Q9; Q8; q0; Æ;Ai,we assoiate a simple automaton bA over the alphabet �� P(A).This automaton will have the same omponents but for two new states q?,q> and a transition funtion hanged as desribed below. We make q? andq> an existential and a universal state respetively. We set bÆ(q?; (l; L)) =bÆ(q>; (l; L)) = ; for every label (l; L) 2 � � P(A). For any other state q wemake bÆ(q; (l; L)) ontain Æ(q; l) n (A� f	; �	g) and we add:� ("; q?) 2 bÆ(q; (l; L)) if q 2 Q8and fa :	a2 Æ(q; l)g 6� L or L \ fa : �	a 2 Æ(q; l)g 6= ;,� ("; q>) 2 bÆ(q; (l; L)) if q 2 Q9and fa : �	a 2 Æ(q; l)g 6� L or L \ fa :	a2 Æ(q; l)g 6= ;,Proposition 20 For every loop automaton A over a label alphabet � andevery proess P , P j= A if and only if bP j= bAPROOF.For every proess P the games G(A; P ) and G( bA; bP ) are \almost" isomorphi.For every position (q; s) there are the same edges from (q; s) in G(A; P ) andin G( bA; bP ) with the exeption that there may be an edge to ? or to > inG(A; P ) and this will be mathed by an edge to (q?; s) or (q>; s), respetively,in G( bA; bP ). Still it is easy to see there is a winning strategy from a position(q; s) in G(A; P ) if and only if there is a winning strategy from this positionin G( bA; bP ).De�nition 21 For any nondeterministi ut automaton B over ��P(A) weonstrut the nondeterministi loop automaton B_ over � as follows.The set of states of B_ is Q9[(Q8�P(A)). The states from Q9 are existential,the states from Q8�P(A) are universal. The aeptane set is the set of in�nitesequenes in Q9 [ (Q8 � P(A)) whose projetion on (Q9 [Q8)! are in A.The transition funtion for a universal state q is de�ned by:Æ_((q; L); l) =Æ(q; (l; L)) [ f	a: a 2 Lg [ f�	a : a 62 Lg15



For an existential state q we set:Æ_(q; l) =f("; (q0; L)) : ("; q0) 2 Æ(q; (l; L)); L � AgFat 22 For any nondeterministi ut automaton B, B is equivalent to B_.PROOF.For any universal state q of B and for any L0 � A, state (q; L0) is an universalstate of B_ and of B_. MoreoverÆ_((q; L0); l) = Æ(q; (l; L0)) [ f	a: a 2 L0g [ f�	a : a =2 L0gIt follows that Æ_((q; L0); (l; L)) ontains ("; q?) if and only if L 6= L0. OtherwiseÆ_((q; L); (l; L)) = Æ(q; (l; L)).For any existential state q of B:Æ_(q; (l; L)) = Æ_(q; (l; L)) = f("; (q0; L0)) : ("; q0) 2 Æ(q; (l; L))gBut, for any proess P , in an existential position (q; s) of the game G(B_; P )with �(s) = (l; L), every move to ((q0; L0); s) with L0 6= L leads to a losingposition. Thus we do not hange the semantis of B_ if we set Æ_(q; (l; L)) =f("; (q0; L)) : ("; q0) 2 Æ(q; (l; L))g. Now, the two games G(B_; P ) and G(B; P )are isomorphi sine eah universal position (q; s) of the seond one is assoi-ated with ((q; loopP (s)); s) in the �rst one.Theorem 23 For every loop automaton A there exists a bipartite nondeter-ministi loop automaton equivalent to A.PROOF.By Lemma 14 there exists a nondeterministi ut automaton B equivalent toCut( bA).By Proposition 20 and Fats 16, 13 and 22, for any proess P over �, we haveP j= A if and only if bP j= bA if and only if Cut( bP ) j= Bif and only if bP j= B if and only if bP j= B_if and only if P j= B_:The deidability of satis�ability of bipartite nondeterministi loop automatais proved in a way quite similar to the ase of simple automata but for a small16



di�erene in the de�nition of the game G(A): in a universal position, to thesubset of A orresponding to out(s), we add a seond subset orresponding toloop(s).If we assume that A is omplete (see Proposition 18), we de�ne the gameG(A) = hV0; V1; v0; E;AGi as follows.� V0 = Q9,� V1 = Q8 � �� P(A)� P(A),� v0 = q0 2 V0,� there is an edge in E from q 2 V0 to (q0; l; L; L0) if there exists l 2 � suhthat ("; q0) 2 Æ(q; l), L0 � L, and if for any a 2 A, !a2 Æ(q0; l) ) a 2 L,9a2 Æ(q0; l)) a =2 L, 	a2 Æ(q0; l)) a 2 L0, �	a 2 Æ(q0; l)) a =2 L0,� there is an edge in E from (q; l; L; L0) to q0 if and only if (a; q0) 2 Æ(q; l) forsome a 2 L n L0,� AG is the set of in�nite sequenes whose projetion on Q is in A.Theorem 24 A omplete bipartite nondeterministi loop automaton A has amodel if and only if there exists a winning strategy in G(A).Here again, all models of A are de�ned by winning �nite-memory strategiesin G(A) up to a bisimulation equivalene modi�ed to take into aount theexistene of loops.2.5 ExampleAs an example of properties that we an express in our setting we onsiderthe diagnosability problem [16℄. Suppose that we have a set F � � of labelsthat mark failure states of a plant, i.e., a failure state s has �(s) 2 F . We alsohave a set Ao � A of ations of the plant that we an observe. The objetiveis to determine if the plant passed through a failure state provided we anonly observe ations from Ao. The diagnosability problem is to deide if it ispossible to reah this objetive for a given plant P .We an reformulate the problem in terms of ontrollers. Say that an observeris a ontroller that annot forbid any ation. So the problem is to onstrutfor a given plant P an observer R over the set of labels �0 = fw; fg suh thatfor every in�nite path v0; v1; : : : of the ontrolled plant P � R we have:� if f�(v0); �(v1); : : : g \ (F ��0) = ; then f�(v0); �(v1); : : :g � (�� fwg) (ifthere is no failure then the ontroller does not signal it),� if �(vi) 2 F ��0 then there is j � i with �(vj) 2 ��ffg (if a failure oursthen it is reported). 17



In the original de�nition of the problem it was required that there is a onstantn depending only on the plant suh that in the last lause we have j < i+ n.Intuitively this means that there is a uniform bound on the delay betweenthe ourrene of an error and its noti�ation. We do not have an expliitrequirement on a uniform bound in our spei�ation. Still, as P �R is �nite,there is suh a bound by K�onig's lemma (if there were an arbitrary long delaybetween an error and its noto�ation then there would also be an in�nitedelay).The following automaton A desribes the desired behaviour of the observedplant. The states of A are Q = fq0; q1g, all of the states are universal. Thetransition funtion is de�ned by� Æ(q0; (l; l0)) = f(a; q0) : a 2 Ag for l 62 F and Æ(q0; (l; l0)) = f(a; q1) : a 2 Agfor l 2 F ,� Æ(q1; (l; w)) = f(a; q1) : a 2 Ag and Æ(q1; (l; f)) = f(a; q0) : a 2 AgThe aeptane ondition is that q0 must appear in�nitely often.The automaton A stays in the state q0 until a failure appears. Then it hangesstate to q1 and stays there until the failure is noti�ed. Then it hanges statebak to q0.Now we want to speify that we are interested in a ontroller whih is anobserver, so it annot prohibit an ation and it an see only ations in Ao.This is done with another automaton B. The automaton has only one statefq0g and this state is universal. The transition funtion is de�ned by:Æ(q0; l0) = f(a; q0) : a 2 Ag [ f!a: a 2 Aog [ f	a: a 2 A n AogThe diagnosability problem may be now rephrased as: given P , is there aontroller R suh that P � R j= A and R j= B. We will show in the nextsetions that R is suh a ontroller if and only if it satis�es A=P and B. Inpartiular suh an R exists if and only if Mod(A=P ) \Mod(B) is not empty.3 Quotients of loop automataIn this setion we introdue the quotient operation whih is an adjoint op-eration to the produt. For eah loop automaton A and a proess P we willonstrut an automaton A=P suh that for every proess R:R j= A=P if and only if P �R j= A18



Then we generalize this operation to A=B, where B is a simple automaton, sothat Mod(A=B) = SP2Mod(B)Mod(A=P ).3.1 Quotient over proessesDe�nition 25 We de�ne the automaton A=P where the automaton A =hA;���0; Q;Q9; Q8; q0; Æ;Ai is a loop automaton and P = hA;�; S; s0; e; �iis a proess.The set of labels of A=P is �0. Its set of states is (Q� S) [ fq?; q>g with theset of existential states being (Q9 � S) [ fq?g.The aeptane ondition A=P of A=P is the set of all in�nite sequenes(q0; s0)(q1; s1) : : : in (Q� S)! suh that q0q1 : : : belongs to A.Next we de�ne the transition funtion of A=P . For a universal state (q; s) weset Æ=P ((q; s); l0) = f("; q?)gif there exists !a2 Æ(q; (�(s); l0)) n out(s) or there exists 	a2 Æ(q; (�(s); l0)) nloop(s). Otherwise we setÆ=P ((q; s); l0) =f(a; (q0; s0)) : (a; q0) 2 Æ(q; (�(s); l0)); e(s; a) = s0g[ Æ(q; (�(s); l0)) \ (A� f!;	g)[ Æ(q; (�(s); l0)) \ (out(s)� f9g)[ Æ(q; (�(s); l0)) \ (loop(s)� f�	g)The transition funtion for an existential state (q; s) is de�ned dually. We setÆ=P ((q; s); l) = f("; q>)gif there exists 9a2 Æ(q; (�(s); l0)) n out(s) or there exists �	a 2 Æ(q; (�(s); l0)) nloop(s). Otherwise we setÆ=P ((q; s); l0) =f(a; (q0; s0)) : (a; q0) 2 Æ(q; (�(s); l0)); e(s; a) = s0g[ Æ(q; (�(s); l0)) \ (A� f9; �	g)[ Æ(q; (�(s); l0)) \ (out(s)� f!g)[ Æ(q; (�(s); l0)) \ (loop(s)� f	g)Finally, we set Æ=P (q?; l0) = Æ=P (q>; l0) = ;.Fat 26 If A is nondeterministi, then A=P an be made nondeterministi.19



PROOF. The automaton de�ned above is not nondeterministi beause itmay have Æ=P ((q0; s); l0) = f("; q?)g for some universal state q0. In this aselearly the automaton does not aept anything from (q0; s). So, for everyq 2 Q9, we an remove the move ("; (q0; s)) from all Æ=P ((q; s); l0) withouthanging the semantis of the automaton. Then the value of the transitionfuntion for (q0; s) and l beomes irrelevant and we an set Æ=P ((q0; s); l0) = ;.The other thing to hek is that whenever (a; (q0; s0)) 2 Æ=P ((q; s); l0) then	a 62 Æ=P ((q; s); l0). If (a; (q0; s0)) 2 Æ=P ((q; s); l0) then by the de�nition of Æ=P wehave (a; q0) 2 Æ(q; (�(s); l0)). But A is nondeterministi, so 	a 62 Æ(q; (�(s); l0)).Hene 	a 62 Æ=P ((q; s); l0).Theorem 27 For every loop automaton A over the set of labels ���0, everyproess P over the set of labels �, and every proess R over the set of labels�0, P �R j= A if and only if R j= A=PPROOF.We want to show that for every proess R the games G� = G(A; P � R)and G= = G(A=P;R) are isomorphi but for some parts that are immediatelywinning or immediately losing. Take positions (q; (s1; s2)) and ((q; s1); s2) inG� and G= respetively. There are several ases to onsider:� If there is an edge from ((q; s1); s2) to (q?; s2) in G= then q is a universalstate and in G� there is an edge from (q; (s1; s2)) to ? .� Similarly, if there is an edge to (q>; s2) in G= then q is existential and in G�there is an edge from (q; (s1; s2)) to >.� Otherwise, a diret inspetion of the de�nitions shows that there is an edgefrom (q; (s1; s2)) to (q; (s01; s02)) in G� if and only if there is an edge from((q; s1); s2) to ((q; s01); s02) in G=.Using the above three observations it is easy to see that there is a winningstrategy from (q; (s1; s2)) in G� if and only if there is one from ((q; s1); s2) inG=.3.2 Quotient over simple automataDe�nition 28 Let A be a bipartite nondeterministi parity loop automatonover � � �0 and let C be a bipartite nondeterministi parity ut automatonover �0 � P(A). We are going to de�ne an automaton A=C.20



Without loss of generality we may assume that C is omplete, i.e., for any uni-versal state q, if a =2 L, then ÆC(q; (l; L))\ (fag�Q) 6= ; (see Proposition 18).Moreover, we may assume that C is pruned (see De�nition 8 and Fat 9).We will also assume that A satis�es a strange ondition whih is useful atone point of the following proof. Namely, we will require that for all statesq; q1; q2, every ation a, and every label (l; l0), if ("; q1) 2 ÆA(q; (l; l0)) and(a; q2) 2 ÆA(q1; (l; l0)) then q 6= q2. By dupliating some states of the automatonone an easily guarantee this ondition.We onstrut the automaton A=C as follows.The sets of existential and universal states of A=C are respetively:Q9= = Q9A �Q9C and Q8= = Q8A �Q8C � �0 � P(A)The aeptane ondition A= of A=C ontains all those sequenes over Q9= [Q8= for whih the projetion on the �rst omponent belongs to AA and theprojetion on the seond omponent belongs to AC.For an existential state (q; q0) the transition funtion Æ=((q; q0); l) ontains allthe tuples ("; (q1; q01; l0; L0)) suh that� l0 2 �0,� ("; q1) 2 ÆA(q; (l; l0)),� L0 = f	a : 	a2 ÆA(q1; (l; l0))g,� ("; q01) 2 ÆC(q0; (l0; L0)),� if 9a2 ÆC(q01; (l0; L0)) then !a 62 ÆA(q1; (l; l0)),For a universal state (q; q0; l0; L0) let us �rst denote M = ÆA(q; (l; l0)) andM 0 = ÆC(q0; (l0; L0)). We put into Æ=((q; q0; l0; L0); l) the moves:� (a; (q1; q01)), if !a2M [M 0, (a; q1) 2M , and (a; q01) 2M 0,� !a and 	a, if they appear in M ,� 9a, if 9a2M and !a2M 0,Fat 29 The automaton A=C is bipartite nondeterministi.PROOF. If there exist a, q1, q01 suh that 	a and (a; (q1; q01)) are both inÆ=((q; q0; l0; L0); l) then 	a and (a; q1) are both in ÆA(q; (l; l0)). This is impossiblesine A is nondeterministi.Proposition 30 Let A and C be as in the previous de�nition. For every pro-ess P over �: P j= A=C if and only if there is a proess R over �0 suh that21



bR j= C and P � R j= A.PROOF. Suppose that there is a winning strategy in G(A=C; P ) for someproess P . We want to �nd a proess R suh that there is a winning strategyin G(A; P �R) and in G(C; bR).Let � : (Q9=�SP )�H ! Q8=�SP be a winning strategy in G(A=C; P ) and lethist : H � (Q= � SP )! H be the orresponding history update funtion. Asthe aeptane onditions of the game are regular, we know that it is enoughto have a �nite set H of histories.We have assumed that C is pruned, so for every state q0 of C there is a proessRq0 with dRq0 j= Cq0 , where Cq0 is C with the initial state hanged to q0.The states of R will be the quadruples (q; q0; s; h) 2 QA �QC � SP �H suhthat �((q; q0); s; h) is de�ned. Additionally R will ontain the states of all Rq0for every q0 2 QC. The initial state of R is (q0A; q0C; s0; h0), where the �rst threeomponents are the initial states of A, C and P respetively and the lastomponent is the initial history.To de�ne the transition funtion of R from (q; q0; s; h) 2 QA � QC � SP �Honsider ((q1; q01; l0; L0); s) = �((q; q0); s; h). Let us denote M = ÆA(q1; (l; l0)),M 0 = ÆC(q01; (l0; L0))0 and h1 = hist(h; ((q; q0); s)). We set:(1) eR((q; q0; s; h); a) = (q; q0; s; h) if a 2 L0,(2) eR((q; q0; s; h); a) = (q2; q02; s2; h2) if !a2 M [M 0, (a; q02) 2 M 0, (a; q2) 2M , eP (s; a) = s2 and h2 = hist(h1; ((q1; q01; l0; L0); s)),(3) eR((q; q0; s; h); a) = s0q01 if!a2M [M 0, (a; q01) 2M 0 and (fag�Q)\M =;. (Here s0q01 is the initial state of Rq01 .)As expeted, the transitions from a state in Rq0 are the same as in Rq0 .The following two laims show that R satis�es the properties stated in thetheorem.Claim 31 There is a winning strategy in G(A; P � R) from the position(q0; (s0; (q0A; q0C; s0; h0))).We will desribe a strategy from the position (q; (s; (q; q0; s; h))) inG(A; P�R)provided �((q; q0); s; h) is de�ned. We know that �((q0A; q0C); s0; h0) is de�ned.Let �((q; q0); s; h) = ((q1; q01; l0; L0); s). The strategy from the position(q; (s; (q; q0; s; h)))is to move to (q1; (s; (q; q0; s; h))). 22



We will show that this is a winning strategy by showing that eah edge from(q1; (s; (q; q0; s; h))) leads to a position of the from (q2; (s2; (q2; q02; s2; h2))) suhthat there is an edge to ((q2; q02); s2) from �((q; q0); s) andh2 = hist(hist(h; ((q; q0); s)); �((q; q0); s)):Let M = ÆA(q; (l; l0)) and M 0 = ÆC(q0; (l0; L0)). Suppose that there is an edgefrom (q1; (s; (q; q0; s; h))) to (q2; (s2; (q3; q03; s3; h3))). By de�nition, this meansthat for some letter a we have:(a; q2) 2 M; eP (s; a) = s2; and eR((q; q0; s; h); a) = (q3; q03; s3; h3):We get immediately that h3 = h2. Let us examine what q3, q03 and s3 might be.We have 	a 62 M sine (a; q2) 2 M and A is nondeterministi. Hene, a 62 L0and the �rst lause of the de�nition of eR annot hold. Sine C is omplete,there is q02 with (a; q02) 2M 0. We also must have!a2M [M 0 sine there is anedge from (q; q0; s) inR. Hene, we have eR((q; q0; s; h); a) = (q2; q02; s2; h2). Thismeans that q3 = q2, q03 = q3 and s3 = s2. So every edge from (q; (s; (q; q0; s; h)))leads to a node of the form (q2; (s; (q2; q02; s2; h2))) and it an be mathed withan edge from ((q; q0); s) to ((q2; q02); s2).We also want to hek that there is no edge to ? from (q1; (s; (q; q0; s; h))). If	a2M then a 2 L0 and a 2 loopR((q; q0; s; h)). As ((q; q0; l0; L0); s) is a winningposition in G(A=C; P ) we must have that a 2 loopP (s). So P � R has a loopon ation a in state (s; (q; q0; s; h)).If �	a 2M then 	a 62M so a 62 L0. Then we do not have a loop on ation a inproess R from (q; q0; s; h).If !a2 M then a 2 outP (s) beause the position ((q; q0; l0; L0); s) is winning.We also have a 2 outR(q; q0; s; h) by the de�nition of R beause we haveassumed that C has the property that for every letter a, either a 2 L0 or(a; q01) 2 ÆC(q0; (l0; L0)) for some q01.Suppose 9a2 M . If !a2 M 0 then a 62 outP (s), beause ((q; q0; l0; L0); s) isa winning position. Otherwise !a 62 M [M 0, so R has no a transition from(q; q0; s; h).This �nishes the proof of the above laim. So now we know that P �R j= A.It remains to show that bR j= C.Claim 32 There is a winning strategy in G(C; bR) from the position(q0C; (q0A; q0C; s0; h0)).Consider a position (q0; (q; q0; s; h)) in the gameG(C; bR) suh that �((q; q0); s; h)is de�ned. Let �((q; q0); s; h) = ((q1; q01; l0; L0); s). The strategy is to go to the23



position (q01; (q; q0; s; h)). Let us set M = ÆA(q; (l; l0)) and M 0 = ÆC(q0; (l0; L0)).Suppose that there is an edge from (q01; (q; q0; s; h)) to some (q02; (q3; q03; s3)).This means that (a; q02) 2M 0 and eR((q; q0; s; h); a) = (q3; q03; s3; h3).We analyze the de�nition of eR ase by ase. We annot have a 2 L beause(a; q02) 2M 0 and C is a ut automaton.Suppose !a2 M [ M 0 and (a; q03) 2 M 0 and (a; q3) 2 M and e(s; a) = s3.Then q02 = q03 and we have a transition from ((q1; q01; l0; L0); s) to ((q3; q03); s3).This is a mathing transition as �((q3; q03); s3; h3) is de�ned beause h3 =hist(hist(h; ((q; q0); s)); �((q; q0); s)).The third ase gives a transition from (q01; (q; q0; s)) to (q03; s0q03), whih is awinning position.If !a2M 0 then a 2 outR((q; q0)) by the de�nition of the eR relation.If 9a2 M 0 then !a 62 M 0 and !a 62 M by the onsisteny onditions. Soa 62 outR((q; q0; s)). This �nishes the proof of the laim.Now we want to prove the onverse impliation of the theorem. Suppose wehave bR j= C and P �R j= A. We want to show that P j= A=C. This is impliedby the following laim.Claim 33 If bR j= C and P � R j= A then there is a winning strategy inG(A=C; P ) from ((q0A; q0C); s0).Let �A be the winning positional strategy in G(A; P�R). As the �rst prepara-tory step we need to unwind R a little. We onstrut a proess R1 with states(SR�QA�SP )[ SR. The initial state is (s0R; q0A; s0P ) and the label of (s; q; s0)is the label of s. From states in SR the edges are exatly like in R. There is anedge on ation a from (s0; q; s) inR1 if and only if there is s02 with eR(s0; a) = s02.The target of the edge depends on the set M = ÆA(q1; (�(s); �(s0))) where q1is suh that �A(q; (s; s0)) = (q1; (s; s0)).(1) (s02; q2; s2), if eP (s; a) = s2 and (a; q2) 2M ,(2) (s02; q; s), if 	a2M ,(3) s2, otherwise.In the �rst ase, the edge is not a loop sine q2 6= q. This follows from anassumption we have made about A at the beginning of the proof. In theseond ase the edge is a loop beause 	a2 M = ÆA(q1; (�(s); �(s0))) so a 2loopP (s) and a 2 loopR(s0). Let us also remark that the �rst and the seondonditions are mutually exlusive beause we annot have both (a; q2) and	a in M = ÆA(q1; (�(s); �(s0))) as A is a nondeterministi automaton. Hene24



loopR1(s0; q; s) = fa :	a2Mg.By de�nition, R and R1 have the same unwindings, so C aepts R1 as C is asimple automaton. Let �C be a winning strategy in G(C;Cut(R1)).We are now ready to desribe the automaton strategy in G(A; P�R). Supposewe are in a position ((q; q0); s) of G(A=C; P ) and moreover the strategies inpositions (q; (s; s0)) and (q0; (s0; q; s)) are de�ned (these are positions in thegames G(A; P � R) and G(C;Cut(R1)) respetively). Let(q1; (s; s0)) = �A(q; (s; s0)) and (q01; (s0; q; s)) = �C(q0; (s0; q; s))The strategy in ((q; q0); s) is to hoose ((q1; q01; l0; L0); s) suh that :l0 = �0(s0); and L0 = f	a : 	a2 ÆA(q1; (�(s); l0))gLet us denote M = ÆA(q; (l; l0)) and M 0 = ÆC(q0; (l0; L0)).To see that the above is a valid move it remains to hek that if9a2 M 0 then!a 62M . If9a2M 0 then a 62 outR(s0) as the position (q01; (s0; q; s)) is winning.But then in P � R there is no a edge from (s; s0) so !a 62 M as (q1; (s; s0)) iswinning. By the property of R1 mentioned above we have L0 = loopR1(s0; q; s).Hene M 0 = ÆC(q01; (l0; L0)) = ÆC(q01; �0(s0; q; s)).Suppose now that we have an edge from ((q1; q01; l0; L0); s) to some position((q2; q02); s2). By the de�nition of A=C, this is beause!a2M [M 0; (a; q2) 2M; (a0; q02) 2M 0; and eP (s; a) = s2:Beause !a2 M [ M 0 we must have a 2 outQ(s0), say eQ(s0; a) = s02. Ifso, we have an edge from (q1; (s; s0)) to (q2; (s2; s02)) in G(A; P � R). From(q01; (s0; q; s)) we have an edge to (q02; (s02; q2; s2)) by the de�nition of R.It remains to hek that there is no edge to ? from ((q1; q01; l0; L0); s). Thisfollows from the fat that (q1; (s; s0)) is a winning position. For example, if!a2 Æ=((M;M 0; l0; L0); �(s)) then !a2 dA(q1; (�(s); l0)) and P must have ana transition sine P � R has one. Similarly for 9a, 	a and �	a.Theorem 34 Let A be a loop automaton over the set of labels ���0 and letB be a simple automaton over �0. There exists an automaton, denoted A=B,over � suh that for every proess P over �:P j= A=B if and only if there is a proess R over �0 suh that R j= B andP � R j= A.PROOF. By Theorem 23 and Proposition 18 we may assume without loss ofgenerality that A is a bipartite nondeterministi parity loop automaton.25



By Lemma 14, there exists a bipartite nondeterministi parity ut automatonC equivalent to Cut( bB). Then by Fat 16 and Proposition 20,bR j= C if and only if bR j= bB if and only if R j= B.We de�ne A=B as the automaton A=C and use Proposition 30.4 Synthesis of ontrollers4.1 Produt of automataIf A and B are automata over the same alphabet, then it is easy to onstrutan automaton A�B suh that for every P : P j= A�B if and only if P j= Aand P j= B. It is enough to take the disjoint union of A and B, to add a newuniversal state q0, and to de�ne Æ(q0; l) = f("; q0A); ("; q0B)g. Then a proess isaepted from q0 if and only if it is aepted by A and B.In ase A and B are nondeterministi, this onstrution is equivalent to thefollowing one (assuming that the set of states of these automata are disjoint).The universal states of the produt are Q8A [Q8B [ (Q8A �Q8B), its existentialstates are Q9A [ Q9B [ (Q9A � Q9B), the initial state is (q0A; q0B). The aeptingset is the set of all sequenes whose projetions over QA and QB are �nite orare respetively in AA and AB.If (q; q0) is existential, thenÆ((q; q0); l) = f("; (q1; q01)) : ("; q1) 2 ÆA(q; l); ("; q01) 2 ÆB(q0; l)g:If (q; q0) is universal, then Æ((q; q0); l) =(ÆA(q; l) [ ÆB(q0; l)) \ (A� f!;9;	; �	g)[f(a; (q1; q01)) : a 2 A; (a; q1) 2 ÆA(q; l); (a; q01) 2 ÆB(q0; l)g[f(a; q1) : a 2 A; (a; q1) 2 ÆA(q; l); (fag �QB) \ ÆB(q0; l) = ;g[f(a; q01) : a 2 A; (fag �QA) \ ÆA(q0; l) = ;; (a; q01) 2 ÆB(q0; l)g.However this produt may not be nondeterministi. It is the ase when 	a2ÆA(q; l) and (a; q01) 2 ÆB(q; l).4.2 Centralized ontrol problemsFor a �xed set A of ations and two label alphabets �, �0 the entralizedontrol problem is the following: 26



For a given proess P over �, and two automata A and B over �� �0 and�0, respetively, �nd R over �0, suh that:P � R j= A and R j= B:Let Sol(P;A;B) be the set of all R suh that P � R j= A and R j= B.Using Theorem 27, the following result is obvious.Corollary 35 R 2 Sol(P;A;B) if and only if R j= (A=P )� B.4.3 Deentralized ontrol problemsWe study the following form of deentralized ontrol problem. Given a proessP over A and �, an automaton A over A and � � �0 � � � � � �n and n + 1automata Bi over A and �i (for i = 0; : : : ; n), we have to �nd n+1 proessesRi over A and �i suh that P�R0�� � ��Rn j= A and Ri j= Bi for i = 0; : : : ; n.Let Sol be the set of all (n + 1)-tuples of proesses (R0; : : : ; Rn) suh thatP �R0 � � � � � Rn j= A and Ri j= Bi for i = 0; : : : ; n.In the next subsetion we will show that the emptiness of Sol is deidablewhen at most one of Bi is a loop automaton (and the other Bi' automata aresimple automata). We then show that the emptiness of Sol is undeidableif two of the Bi's are allowed to be loop automata. In the last subsetionwe point out that the borderline between deidability and undeidability isnot that obvious. We introdue a notion of deterministi automata, and showthat for some spei�ations the emptiness of Sol is deidable if all Bi aredeterminisiti loop automata. Atually this last ase orresponds to one ofthe lassi formulations of deentralized synthesis problems [15℄.4.3.1 Deidable ontrol problemsIn this setion, we assume that B0 is a loop automaton and B1; : : : ;Bn aresimple automata.For i = 0; : : : ; n, let Soli be the set of all (i+1)-tuples (R0; : : : ; Ri) suh thatthere exists a (n + 1)-tuple (R0; : : : ; Ri; Ri+1; : : : ; Rn) 2 Sol. In partiularSoln = Sol.For i = 0; : : : ; n, let Sol0i = f(R0; : : : ; Ri) : R0 j= B0; : : : ; Ri�1 j= Bi�1;Ri j= Bi � (A=Bn= � � �=Bi+1=(P �R0 � � � � � Ri�1))g.By de�nition, Sol00 = fR0 : R0 j= B0 � (A=Bn= � � � =B1=P )g.27



Proposition 36 For i = 0; : : : ; n, Soli = Sol0i.PROOF. Using Theorems 34 and 27, it is easy to show that (R1; : : : ; Ri) 2Sol0i if and only if there exists Ri+1 suh that (R1; : : : ; Ri; Ri+1) 2 Sol0i+1. ByTheorem 34, Sol0n = Sol, and the proposition is proved by indution.Corollary 37 Sol is not empty if and only if B0 � (A=Bn= � � �=B1=P ) has amodel.All the elements of Sol an be found by the following algorithm. Find a modelR0 of B0 � (A=Bn= � � �=B1=P ). For i = 1; : : : n �nd a model Qi of Bi �(A=Bn= � � �=Bi+1=(P �R0 � � � � � Ri�1)).4.3.2 An undeidable ontrol problemHere we show that the deentralized ontrol problem beomes undeidable ifat least two of the Bi's are loop automata.First let us remark that, beause of Theorem 27, any deentralized ontrolproblem P �R0 � � � � � Rn j= A and Ri j= Bian be put in the form R0�� � ��Rn j= A=P and Ri j= Bi. Moreover, there is aone-state proess 1A over the alphabet A suh that A=1A = A. So, the familyof problems stated in the following theorem is indeed a family of deentralizedontrol problems.Theorem 38 It is undeidable to hek whether for given A, B and B0 thereexist P and P 0 suh that: P j= B, P 0 j= B0, and P � P 0 j= A. The problem isundeidable even if A is required to be simple.PROOF. We show below that the Post orrespondene problem an be ef-fetively redued to a ontrol problem of this kind.Let f(ui; vi) : i = 1; : : : ; ng be a Post system over an alphabet A. Let B bethe alphabet f$i : i = 1; : : : ; ng. De�neL1 = f$iui : i = 1; : : : ng� and L2 = f$ivi : i = 1; : : : ng�It is obvious that the assoiated orrespondene problem has a solution if andonly if there are words x 2 A� and y 2 B� suh that x tt y \ L1 6= ; andx tt y \ L2 6= ;. Here x tt y, the shu�e of x and y is the set of all words win (A [ B)� suh that �A(w) = x and �B(x) = y.28



Let # be a new symbol. It is easy to de�ne two nondeterministi simpleautomata A1 and A2 suh that P j= Ai if and only if P ontains a path(starting in the initial state) labelled by a word in Li# .As a last preparatory step for the proof onsider for eah word x 2 A� aproess PAx = hA [ B; flg; Sx; s0x; ex; �i over the set of ations A [ B and anirrelevant set of labels. We de�ne: Sx = f1; : : : ; jxj + 2g; s0x = 1; �(i) = l forall i 2 S; andex(i; d) = 8>><>>:i+ 1 if d = xi or (d = # and i = n+ 1)i if d 2 Bunde�ned otherwiseSimilarly we de�ne PBy for y 2 B�.Lemma 39 The set of paths of the form u# in PAx �PBy is exatly (xtt y)#.So PAx � PBy j= A1 �A2 if and only if x 2 A� and y 2 B� desribe a solutionto the Post orrespondene problem.It is not diÆult to onstrut loop automata CA and CB aepting the stru-tures of the form PAx and PBy respetively. Below we show how to onstrut CA,the onstrution of CB is analogous. The existential states of CA are fq0; q1gand the universal states are fq;g [ fqa : a 2 A[ f#gg. The aeptane ondi-tion of the automaton is ;, so it an only aept �nite words. The transitionfuntion is de�ned by:Æ(q0; l) =f("; qa) : a 2 A [ f#ggÆ(qa; l) =f(a; q0)g [ f9d: d 2 A [ f#g; d 6= ag [ f	b: b 2 Bg if a 6= #Æ(q#; l) =f(#; q1)g [ f9d: d 2 Ag [ f	b: b 2 BgÆ(q1; l) =f("; q;)gÆ(q;; l) =f9d: d 2 A [ B [ f#ggLemma 40 For every proess P : P j= CA if and only if it is isomorphi toPAx for some x 2 A�. Similarly for CB.It follows that there exist P and P 0 suh that P j= CA, P 0 j= CB, P � P 0 j=A1 �A2 if and only if the Post orrespondene problem has a solution.4.3.3 Some other asesAlthough a deentralized ontrol problem is in general undeidable if two ofthe ontrollers are spei�ed by loop automata, there are interesting deidablesubases. For instane, one of the most well known versions of deentralizedontrol problem [15℄ is deidable. We show how to solve it in our framework.29



For a given proess P over the set of ations A, the language of P is the setL(P ) � A� of all words w suh that w is a valid sequene of ations of P fromthe initial state.The statement of the problem is as follows. We are given a plant P over analphabet A and a singleton label set �, a language K � L(P ) and alphabetsA1 ; A1o; A2; A2o � x. The goal is to �nd (if they exist) ontrollers R1 and R2suh that: L(P � R1 �R2) = Kand moreover for i = 1; 2 the ontroller Ri an ontrol only ations from Aiand an observe only ations from Aio.To solve this problem we onsider two nondeterministi parity automata AKandA�K suh that R j= AK if and only if L(R) = K and R j= A�K if and onlyif L(R) � K. It is not diÆult to onstrut these two automata from the usualword automaton reognizing K. Moreover, these automata are deterministi,i.e., for every existential state, Æ(q) ontains at most one element ("; q0).Consider an automaton B1 suh that R j= B1 if and only if every state of Rhas an edge on ations in A nA1 and has a loop on ations in A nA1o. In otherwords B1 says that R is a ontroller that an ontrol only ations in A1 andan see only ations in A1o. Similarly we de�ne B2. These automata are alsoparity deterministi automata.Therefore our problem an now be stated as follows. We have to �nd R1 andR2 suh that R1 � R2 � P j= AK and Ri j= Bi. But if R1 � R2 � P j= AKthen L(Ri) � K hene Ri j= A�K. So, the problem an be reformulated as:�nd R1 and R2 suh that R1 � R2 � P j= AK and Ri j= A�K � Bi.Let Ci be a nondeterministi loop automaton equivalent to A�K � Bi. It iseasy to see that this automaton is still a deterministi parity automaton. Fordeterministi automata the following holds.Fat 41 Let C be a determnisti automaton over a singleton label set. If C hasa model then it has a smallest model, i.e., a model Rmin suh that Rmin j= Cand for every other model R j= C we have L(Rmin) � L(R).The proof of this fat follows from the examination of the proof of Theorem 6.All the models of C an be obtained from winning strategies inG(C). In generala strategy from an existential state q has to hoose l 2 �, ("; q1) 2 Æ(q; l) andL 2 A suh that A ontains fa :!a2 Æ(q1; l)g and has no a from fa :9a2Æ(q1; l)g. When C is deterministi and � is a singleton, the hoie of l and q1is determined. So the strategy an only hoose between di�erent L. It is theneasy to see that the best strategy to win the game is to hoose the smallest30



possible L. This strategy determines Rmin.Now, if (R1; R2) is a solution to our problem then Rmin1 and Rmin2 exist. Itfollows that:K = K \ L(P ) � L(Rmin1 ) \ L(Rmin2 ) \ L(P ) � L(R1) \ L(R2) \ L(P ) = Khene (Rmin1 ; Rmin2 ) is also a solution.Therefore, the method to solve the problem is to ompute (Rmin1 ; Rmin2 ) andto hek whether Rmin1 �Rmin2 � P j= AK.5 Complexity issuesHere we will just very shortly disuss the omplexity of �nding a solutionof a ontrol problem. We do not intend to preisely analyze this omplexitybeause there is a multitude of possible parameters that an vary. For exampleone an assume that some automata in question are nondeterministi or evendeterministi of some speial form, as it is the ase in the previous setion. Itis not lear to us at the present moment whih ases are interesting and whihare not. So the goal of this setion is just to say that our onstrutions havereasonable omplexity in most obvious ases.For an automaton A, its size, denoted jAj, is the number of its states. Ifmoreover A is a parity automaton, its index is the maximal rank of its states.First of all, the basi onstrution needed to solve a ontrol problem is to �nda winning strategy in game G(A) where A is a nondeterministi automaton.By Theorem 6 �nding suh a strategy is equivalent to heking whether A hasa model. The most interesting ase for us here is the ase when A is a parityautomaton. In this ase the exat omplexity of the problem is not yet known.It is in NP\o-NP. So far, the best upper bound is O(n(k=2)+1) where n is thesize of the automaton and k is its index [1,17,21℄.The other basi result we want to reall onerns translation from alternatingto nondeterministi automata. If A is a parity automaton of size n then thereis a parity nondeterministi automaton equivalent to A of size 2O(n log(n)), andof index O(n) [5,18℄.The automaton A=P is of size jAjjP j. The onstrution works for alternatingas well as for nondeterministi loop automata A. If A is nondeterministi thenA=P is nondeterministi. If A is a parity automaton then so is A=P .IfA and B are both parity alternating automata thenA=P�B is an alternating31



parity automaton of size n = jAjjP j + jBj. Then there is a nondeterministiautomaton C equivalent to A=P � B of size 2O(n log(n)) and index O(n). Buta more areful look at the onstrution allows to see that this size does notdepend exponentially on P . This is beause when we transform A=P �B intoa nondeterministi automaton, the states of this nondeterministi automatonare sets of triples (q; s; q0) of states from A, P and B respetively. It an beheked that beause of the speial form of the transition funtion of A=P ,in the resulting nondeterministi automaton all reahable states are sets oftriples with the same seond omponent. So the size of C is jP j � 2O(m log(m))where m = jAj+ jBj.Next, let us look at the omplexity of the onstrution of A=B. If B is asimple automaton, then Cut( bB) is equivalent to a nondeterministi automatonof size m0 = 2O(m log(m)) with m = O(jBj). Thus A=B is of size O(jAjm0).The automaton A=B is a nondeterministi Rabin automaton but not a parityautomaton. Still, it an be transformed to a parity automaton of the same sizebeause the Rabin ondition is small.The analysis presented above is far from being omplete or detailed enough.For example, it an be shown that our solution to the diagnosability problemdisussed in Setion 2.5 is implementable in PTIME. The fat that diagnosi-bility is in PTIME seems to have been notied only reently [7,22℄. In thesepapers a more general diagnosability problem is onsidered in the sense thatthere are several di�erent kinds of failures. Atually an obvious extension ofour solution to this general ase would still work in PTIME.5.0.3.1 Aknowledgments The starting point of this work was a stimu-lating disussion on the very nature of a ontrol problem, in the �nal meetingof the Ation oop�erative INRIA MARS on \Control synthesis by Petri nets".Referenes[1℄ A. Arnold and D. Niwi�nski. Rudiments of �-alulus, volume 146 of Studies inLogi and the Foundations of Mathematis. Elsevier, 2001.[2℄ A. Bergeron. A uni�ed approah to ontrol problems in disrete event proesses.RAIRO-ITA, 27:555{573, 1993.[3℄ J. R. B�uhi. State strategies for games in F�Æ \GÆ� . Journal of Symboli Logi,48:1171{1198, 1983.[4℄ C. G. Cassandras and S. Lafortune. Introdution to disrete event systems.Kluwer Aademi Pub., 1999. 32
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